Company News:
We’re into the year with a month behind us already; time flies! January was spent wrapping
up some projects and reviewing what we did well in 2009 and what we didn’t do well.
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Just a quick reminder that we are
still collecting old cell phones that
you may have lying around. Don’t
throw them in the land fill; donate
them to Cell Phones for Soldiers!
The organization started and is
run by teenagers, collects old cell
phones, donates them to a
recycling company and they in
turn get money to purchase phone
cards for our soldiers overseas.
It’s all good.. Our box is fairly
empty after our December
donation…. Keep us in mind.

On the high note: Completion of Ambulatory Surgery Center, Unity (700 +ton), and ESL
Bridge and Miscellaneous work. All of those projects were /are high profile and successful.
All well received by LeChase. They of course are our contractor of choice and we will be
diligently bidding their work this year. We hope for continued success going forward.
We successfully implemented “Shoptech”. We had some stumbling along the way but all in all
our hours are successfully logged for both our shop and field personnel and given some
time we’ll be gathering good history for estimating purposes! With the hope of course of
sharpening our pencils to be able to get more work! We topped off our success with a
Dinosaur BBQ lunch to congratulate everyone’s hard work this Summer !

We continued to secure contracts with Wegmans in 2009, we hope to keep that relationship
going into 2010! We started out the new year with a new contract; fabricating and installing
a mezzanine at 1500 Brooks Avenue.
On another note we had some personnel changes this year. We added Kelly Ormsby which
has been a very positive addition to the team. He will continue to work with the detailing
team to get their standards in place with AISC and get StruCAD up and running full time.
Our hopes are to work towards minimal errors and omissions. We’ve seen improvement in
recent months and will keep striving for better practices and procedures. Other personal
changes caused some hardship this year in detailing and project management but I think the
company is in a better position going forward. We will continue to keep our team focused
and on track. We realize we need to work well together to accomplish the great project’s we
have.
We are ready to begin our new implementation of AISC Fabricator certification. We’ll begin
working with a consultant to help us out in the near months. This process will guarantee
much better fabrication parts and will aide us in our scheduling and overall quality. We really
look forward to getting this done and in place in 2010!
Our website is getting redesigned now as we speak. It looks great and you’ll be impressed
with how professional the look and feel is. We hope to use our website to collect resumes,
show off more of our projects and give a better portrayal of our company to our potential
customers.
Stay tuned for more news in upcoming newsletters……. KELLY
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